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Dr. Joe Pellegrino 
Newton 3302C 

M 8:00-8:50; 10:10-11:00; 1:25-2:15 
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jpellegrino@georgiasouthern.edu 

 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 
 
ENGL 5432 — Twentieth Century British Literature: 3-0-3 
A study of major British and Commonwealth poets, novelists, and dramatists against the background of the major 
social and cultural changes of the twentieth century. Graduate students will be required to do extra work as 
determined by the instructor. 
 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 
 
Upon successful completion of this course, a student should be able to: 
 

1. Situate and interpret 20th-Century British texts in their historical and cultural contexts. 
2. Apply appropriate literary criticism and theory in discussing 20th-Century British texts. 
3. Evaluate the literary structures inherent in 20th-Century British texts. 
4. Analyze connections between various works of 20th-Century British literature. 
5. Create clear and precise writing concerning 20th-Century British texts. 
6. Apply an awareness of various audiences to their written work. 
7. Critically engage the ideas of other scholars. 
8. Synthesize research in their writing about assigned texts. 

 

IMPORTANT DATES 
 
Drop/Add Period: January 12-15, 2015 
Last Day to Withdraw Without Academic Penalty: March 9, 2015 
 

TEXTS 
 
The Norton Anthology of English Literature, Vol F: The 20th Century and After. Ninth Edition. Stephen Greenblatt, Carol 

T. Christ, Alfred David, Et Al., eds. NY: WW Norton, 2012. Bound with: 
Modern and Contemporary Irish Drama. Norton Critical Editions, Second Edition. John P. Harrington, ed. NY: WW 

Norton, 2008. Bundle ISBN: 0393909135 
Heaney, Seamus. Opened Ground: Selected Poems, 1966-1996. NY: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1999. 0374526788 
Roy, Arundhati. The God of Small Things. NY: Random House Trade, 2008. 0812979657 
Smith, Zadie. White Teeth: A Novel. NY: Vintage, 2001. 0375703861 
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CLASS POLICIES 
 
Writing Competency 
 
If you need additional work on the surface features of your writing I will require you to schedule sessions at the 
Writing Center in order to pass the course. 
 

Academic Honesty 
 
I expect that you will conduct yourself within the guidelines of the Honor System. All academic work should be 
completed with the high level of honesty and integrity that this University demands. 
I do not tolerate academic dishonesty. Beyond the moral implications, I find it insulting. It will result in an F in the 
course and possibly further sanctions. Plagiarism is presenting someone else’s work as your own without giving 
them credit. “Someone else” is defined as anyone other than you: another student, a friend, relative, a source on the 
Internet, articles or books. And “work” is defined as ideas as well as language. So taking someone else’s ideas and 
putting them in your own words – or using someone else’s words to express your ideas – is plagiarism. And, in the 
case of friends and family, it doesn’t matter if they give you permission. 
 
Here is how the University defines Academic Dishonesty (from the Student Code of Conduct): 
 

CHEATING 
A. submitting material that is not yours as part of your course performance;  
B. using information or devices that are not allowed by the faculty;  
C. obtaining and/or using unauthorized materials; 
D. fabricating information, research, and/or results;  
E. violating procedures prescribed to protect the integrity of an assignment, test, or other evaluation;  
F. collaborating with others on assignments without the faculty’s consent;  
G. cooperating with and/or helping another student to cheat;  
H. demonstrating any other forms of dishonest behavior.  

 
PLAGIARISM 

A. directly quoting the words of others without using quotation marks or indented format to identify 
them;  

B. using sources of information (published or unpublished) without identifying them;  
C. paraphrasing materials or ideas without identifying the source;  
D. unacknowledged use of materials prepared by another person or agency engaged in the selling of 

term papers or other academic material.  
 
Should you wish to pursue a case of academic dishonesty through the Office of Student Judicial Affairs, I will speak 
at your hearing and send a copy of this syllabus along with the documents in question to the Hearing Officer, so a 
plea of ignorance or non-malicious intent on your part will not be valid.  
 

Assignments 
 
All assignments will be typed, with an appropriate 12-point font, on 8.5” x 11” paper, in MLA 7 format. 
 
I DO NOT ACCEPT LATE ASSIGNMENTS. NO EXCEPTIONS, NO EXCUSES. A late assignment is any 
work that is not turned in during the class period in which it is due. This means that you must anticipate any 
problems that will occur. In other words, a computer / printer / disk / car / arm being broken at the last minute is 
not an excuse. To avoid last-minute catastrophes (which always occur) DO NOT WAIT UNTIL THE LAST 
MINUTE TO DO YOUR WORK. 
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Attendance 
 
Attendance in this class is not optional. You are required to attend all classes. Attending class means that you are 
present and attentive for the whole class period and that you are prepared for the day’s lesson. If you miss a class, 
regardless of the excuse, it will be counted as an absence (unless you are missing for a University-sanctioned 
reason). You do not want me in the position of deciding whose excuse is valid and whose isn’t so I don’t need any 
documentation for your absences. If you’re within the limit it is not necessary, and after the limit it will not matter. 
You are allowed (but not encouraged) to miss 10% of the classes, which, for this course, amounts to five classes. If 
you are absent more than five times, regardless of the excuse, your final grade will be lowered by 2.5% for every 
subsequent absence. If you have to miss more than your allotted absences, there is obviously something going on in 
your life which does not allow you to pursue this degree wholeheartedly, so you should consider withdrawal. Keep 
this in mind when using your absences — that’s ALL you will be allowed. I do not accept ANY excuse after that. 
 
By now you recognize that arriving on time for class is, at its core, a sign of respect for your classmates and your 
professor. Tardiness, therefore, is a statement saying that your time is more important than anyone else’s. I will 
strike a blow for the group by counting every instance of tardiness as ½ of an absence. So, if you’re doing the math, 
you can be tardy several times without any consequences, save the collective disdain for your actions. And yes, your 
tardiness works in conjunction with your absences, so a combination of the two will push you toward the negative 
consequences outlined above. 
 

Classroom Behavior 
 
While I presume respect for our time together on everyone’s part, I will make things easier by mandating that all cell 
phones, PDAs, and the like, be turned off and stowed out of sight. This way we’ll have no texting inside bags or 
purses, and no startling rings during class. If you’re expecting an emergency call (not text), please let me know 
before class begins. If you’re so disrespectful as to text during class, and I see you doing so, I’ll ask you to leave, and 
that will be counted as an absence. Even if it happens with only five minutes left in class, it will be counted as an 
absence. 
 
Unacceptable behavior will result in your removal from the class. Unacceptable behavior would include reading 
material not related to the class, private conversations during class, and, of course, sleeping in class. Students should 
not bring visitors to class, including children. Disruptive or disrespectful students will be asked to leave the class. 
 
I will be using the Cason Yellow Card System for those who would presume to text or perform some unrelated 
activity on a computer during class. The first time it happens, you’ll get a yellow card, and will leave the class. This 
will count as an absence for you for the day, even if it occurs with just five minutes left in class. The second time it 
happens you’ll get a red card, and will fail the class. 
 

This syllabus 
 
The syllabus is tentative and subject to change. You are responsible for all material presented in class, including 
announcements about changes in the course schedule or assignments. This means that if you miss a class YOU are 
responsible for finding out what happened or what has changed. It therefore might be a very good idea to get the 
name and number of another student. The syllabus is also a contract. If you stay in the class you are agreeing to the 
terms of the syllabus. 
 

WRITING ASSIGNMENTS 
 
Undergraduate students will produce three short researched papers (1,000-1,500 words each), using a minimum of 
four sources for each paper. Two of these sources MUST be actual texts from the Henderson Library. That is, at 
least two of your sources cannot be electronic; you must go to the library and find them, then submit them with 
your paper. Topics will focus on authors covered in the class, but not on works covered in the class. Thus it would 
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be beneficial to consider the work of poets covered in the class. Prompts will be discussed and presented in class. 
Due dates are February 18, March 30, and May 1. 
 
Graduate students will produce one article-length paper (4,000-6,000 words, not including apparatus) which adds to 
our existing body of scholarship on any of the texts we cover in this class. Your writing will follow the usual topic / 
proposal / outline / sources / draft / edited version / completed version model. You must schedule appointments 
with me during the semester as a check on your writing progress. Writing on an unapproved topic or failing to have 
a proposal vetted by me before midterm may result in your failure to complete the project. Thus you should 
schedule a meeting with me early in the semester so that we may discuss your project. Failure to complete any step 
of the project will negatively affect your grade for the project. This paper will be due on the last day of class. 
 

DISABILITY ACCOMMODATION 
 
This class complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Students with disabilities needing academic 
accommodations must: 
 

 Register with and provide documentation to the Student Disability Resource Center (SDRC), and, 

 Provide a letter to the instructor from the SDRC indicating what your need may be for academic 
accommodation. This should be done within the first week of class. 

 
Students with these particular needs should contact the Student Disability Resource Center, Hampton Hall, 
912.871.1566 
 

EVALUATION 
 
Undergraduate:       Graduate: 
Paper 1:    15%    Paper 1:    15% 
Paper 2:    20%    Paper 2:    15% 
Paper 3:    20%    Paper 3:    15% 
Exam 1:    15%    Exam 1:    10% 
Exam 2:    15%    Exam 2:    10% 
Exam 3:    15%    Exam 3:    10% 
         Researched Paper:   25% 
-------------------------------------------------------    ------------------------------------------------------- 
TOTAL:    100%    TOTAL:    100% 
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TRIGGERS IN THIS COURSE 
 
A “trigger” is anything that might cause a person to experience a strong emotional and/or psychological response. Some triggers are 
shared by large numbers of people (for example, rape), while others are more idiosyncratic (for example, orange juice). 
 
1. All texts read in this course, all class discussions, and all ancillary materials may contain instances of the following 
potential triggers, as well as other unanticipated and so unlisted potential triggers: ignorance; willful ignorance; 
cultural insensitivity; oppression; persecution; swearing, abuse (physical, mental, emotional, verbal, sexual), self-
injurious behavior (self-harm, eating disorders, etc.), talk of drug use (legal, illegal, or psychiatric), suicide, 
descriptions or pictures of medical procedures, descriptions or pictures of violence or warfare (including 
instruments of violence), corpses, skulls, or skeletons; needles; racism; classism; sexism; heterosexism; cissexism, 
ableism; hatred of differing cultures or ethnicities; hatred of differing sexualities or genders; body image shaming; 
neuroatypical shaming; dismissal of lived oppressions, marginalization, illness, or differences; kidnapping (forceful 
deprivation of or disregard for personal autonomy; discussions of sex (even consensual); death or dying; beings in 
the natural world against which individuals may be phobic; pregnancy and childbirth; blood; serious injury; 
scarification; glorification of hate groups; elements which might inspire intrusive thoughts in those with 
psychological conditions such as PTSD, OCD, or clinical depression. 
 
2. Unless expressly stated otherwise, the views, findings, interpretations, and conclusions expressed in the texts read 
in this course, the classroom discussions, and the ancillary material do not necessarily represent the views of the 
University or the course instructor. 
 
3. All texts read in this course, all class discussions, and all ancillary materials may contain instances of 
overwhelming beauty, profound truths, and serious reflection on what it means to be human. 
 
4. By remaining registered in this class, you agree to be exposed to #1 and #3 above. As Jenny Jarvie has written, 
 

Structuring public life around the most fragile personal sensitivities will only restrict all of our 
horizons. Engaging with ideas involves risk, and slapping warnings on them only undermines the 
principle of intellectual exploration. We cannot anticipate every potential trigger—the world, like the 
Internet, is too large and unwieldy. But even if we could, why would we want to? Bending the world 
to accommodate our personal frailties does not help us overcome them. 

(“Trigger Happy,” The New Republic. 3 March, 2014. Web.) 
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CLASS CALENDAR 
 

DATE CLASS COVERAGE 

1 / 12 Introduction / Syllabus / Academic Honesty 

1 / 14 Hardy: “Hap”, “The Ruined Maid”, “Channel Firing”, “Drummer Hodge” 

1 / 16 
Housman: “When I Was One-and-Twenty”, “To an Athlete Dying Young”, “Terence, This Is Stupid 
Stuff” 

1 / 19 MLK Day — University Holiday 

1 / 21 
Hopkins: from handout — “As kingfishers catch fire, dragonflies dráw flame”, “God’s Grandeur”, “Pied 
Beauty”, “The Windhover” 

1 / 23 Synge: The Playboy of the Western World 

1 / 26 Synge: The Playboy of the Western World 

1 / 28 Synge: The Playboy of the Western World 

1 / 30 
Owen: “Preface”, “Anthem for Doomed Youth”, “Dulce Et Decorum Est”, “Strange Meeting”, 
“Disabled” 

2 / 2 Yeats: “The Lake Isle of Innisfree”, “When You Are Old”, “Adam’s Curse” 

2 / 4 Yeats: “Easter, 1916”, “The Second Coming”, “Leda and the Swan” 

2 / 6 Yeats: “Sailing to Byzantium”, “Among School Children” 

2 / 9 EXAM 1 

2 / 11 Joyce: “Araby” 

2 / 13 CLASS CANCELLED 

2 / 16 Joyce: “The Dead” 

2 / 18 Joyce: “The Dead”                                                                    UNDERGRADUATE PAPER 1 DUE 

2 / 20 Eliot: “The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock” 

2 / 23 Eliot: “The Waste Land” 

2 / 25 Eliot: “The Waste Land” 

2 / 27 Eliot: “The Waste Land” 

3 / 2 
Smith: “Sunt Leones”, “Our Bog Is Dood”, “Not Waving but Drowning”, “Thoughts About the Person 
from Porlock” 

3 / 4 Auden: “Musée des Beaux Arts”, “In Memory of W. B. Yeats”, “The Unknown Citizen” 

3 / 6 Auden: “In Praise of Limestone”, “The Shield of Achilles” 

3 / 9 
Thomas: “The Force That Through the Green Fuse Drives the Flower”, “Fern Hill”, “Do Not Go 
Gentle into That Good Night” 

3 / 11 Larkin: “Church Going”, “MCMXIV”, “High Windows” 

3 / 13 Larkin: “This Be the Verse”, “Aubade” 

3 / 23 
Walcott: from handout — “As John To Patmos”, “Ruins of a Great House”, “The Almond Trees”, 
“The Sea Is History” 

3 / 25 EXAM 2 

3 / 27 Friel: Translations 

3 / 30 Friel: Translations                                                                       UNDERGRADUATE PAPER 2 DUE 

4 / 1 Friel: Translations 

4 / 3 Heaney 

4 / 6 Heaney 
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4 / 8 Heaney 

4 / 10 Heaney 

4 / 13 Boland: “Anorexic”, “The Dolls Museum in Dublin”, “The Pomegranate”, “Quarantine” 

4 / 15 Roy: The God Of Small Things 

4 / 17 Roy: The God Of Small Things 

4 / 20 Roy: The God Of Small Things 

4 / 22 Roy: The God Of Small Things 

4 / 24 Smith: White Teeth 

4 / 27 Smith: White Teeth 

4 / 29 Smith: White Teeth 

5 / 1 Smith: White Teeth             GRADUATE PAPER DUE          UNDERGRADUATE PAPER 3 DUE 

5 / 4 12:30: EXAM 3 
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Employer Priorities for College Learning and Student Success: 

An Online Survey Among Employers 
Conducted On Behalf Of The Association Of American Colleges And Universities 

By Hart Research Associates 
April 10, 2013 

 

From January 9 to 13, 2013, Hart Research Associates conducted an online survey among 318 employers whose 
organizations have at least 25 employees and report that 25% or more of their new hires hold either an associate degree 
from a two-year college or a Bachelor’s degree from a four-year college. Respondents are executives at private sector 
and nonprofit organizations, including owners, CEOs, presidents, C-suite level executives, and vice-presidents. 
 

Employers recognize capacities that cut across majors as critical to a candidate’s potential for career 
success, and they view these skills as more important than a student’s choice of undergraduate major. 
 

 Nearly all those surveyed (93%) agree, “a candidate’s demonstrated capacity to think critically, communicate clearly, and solve 
complex problems is more important than their undergraduate major.”  

 More than nine in ten of those surveyed say it is important that those they hire demonstrate ethical judgment and integrity; 
intercultural skills; and the capacity for continued new learning.  

 More than three in four employers say they want colleges to place more emphasis on helping students develop five key learning 
outcomes, including: critical thinking, complex problem-solving, written and oral communication, and applied knowledge in real-
world settings. 

 Employers endorse several educational practices as potentially helpful in preparing college students for workplace success. These 
include practices that require students to 

a) conduct research and use evidence-based analysis; 
b) gain in-depth knowledge in the major and analytic, problem solving, and communication skills; and 
c) apply their learning in real-world settings. 

 

Employers recognize the importance of liberal education and the liberal arts.  
 

 The majority of employers agree that having both field-specific knowledge and skills and a broad range of skills and knowledge is 
most important for recent college graduates to achieve long-term career success. Few think that having field-specific knowledge 
and skills alone is what is most needed for individuals’ career success.  

 Eighty percent of employers agree that, regardless of their major, every college student should acquire broad knowledge in the 
liberal arts and sciences.  

 When read a description of a “21st-century liberal education,”1 a large majority of employers recognize its importance; 74% would 
recommend this kind of education to a young person they know as the best way to prepare for success in today ’s global economy. 

 
1: Definition of liberal education provided in this survey: “This approach to a college education provides both broad knowledge in a variety of 
areas of study and knowledge in a specific major or field of interest. It also helps students develop a sense of social responsibility, as well as 
intellectual and practical skills that span all areas of study, such as communication, analytical, and problem-solving skills, and a demonstrated 
ability to apply knowledge and skills in real-world settings.” 

(https://www.aacu.org/leap/documents/2013_EmployerSurvey.pdf) 
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Name: __________________________________________________________________ Date: _______________________ 
 

ACADEMIC HONESTY WORKSHEET 

Since so much of the learning process is based on what has been written or said before, you must learn to use legitimately the ideas and 
words of others. Taking ideas or words which are not one’s own and presenting them as if they were is plagiarism, a serious form of 
academic dishonesty. Students are expected to turn in writing that is their own and that has been completed for the specific assignment. 
 
Whenever you refer to a source, the reader should be made aware of that fact. Also, you should provide the reader with information about 
the source. Some definitions: 
 

 Quotation marks show material exactly as it appears in the original.  

 A paraphrase is reference to source, but in words different from the original. The length is approximately that of the original.  

 A summary distills a source to a few words or sentences. It is much shorter than source. (Remember that a proper summary or 
paraphrase should be ENTIRELY in your own words and should be documented. You cannot simply rearrange a sentence or change 
a word or two and avoid charges of plagiarism.)  

 Documentation is a means of telling the reader information about sources. Different forms of documentation exist, but for the 
purposes of this class we will use MLA Style, which is the standard form of documentation in English studies.  

 
DOCUMENTATION USAGE 
Documentation must be used when: 

 directly quoting from the source (quotation marks required) 

 paraphrasing part of the source (quotation marks not required) 

 summarizing part of the source (quotation marks not required)  
 

§ - § - § - § - § - § - § - § - § - § - § - § - § - § - § - § - § - § - § - § - § - § - § - § 
 

1. ORIGINAL: 
The major concerns of Dickinson’s poetry early and late, her “flood subjects,” may be defined as the seasons and nature, death and a 
problematic afterlife, the kinds and phases of love, and poetry as the divine art. 

(from Gibson, William M., and Stanley T. Williams. “Experiment in Poetry: Emily Dickinson and Sidney Lanier.” 
Literary History of the United States. Spiller, Robert E., et al., eds. 4th ed. Vol. 1. NY: Macmillan, 1974. pp. 899-916.) 

 

STUDENT PAPERS: 
The chief subjects of Emily Dickinson’s poetry include nature and the seasons, death and the afterlife, the various types and stages of love, 
and poetry itself as a divine art. 
 
Is there plagiarism here? Why? If you believe plagiarism does occur, rewrite the student’s passage to correct the error: 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Gibson and Williams suggest that the chief subjects of Emily Dickinson’s poetry include nature, death, love, and poetry as a divine art (1: 
906). 
 
Is there plagiarism in this passage? What method of documentation has the student used? 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

2. ORIGINAL: 
This, of course, raises the central question of this paper: What should we be doing? Research and training in the whole field of 
restructuring the world as an “ecotopia” (eco-, from oikos, household; -topia from topos, place, with implication of “eutopia” — “good 
place”) will presumably be the goal. 

(from Anderson, N.E., Jr. “The Life and Culture of Ecotopia.” in Reinventing Anthropology. 
Hymes, D., ed. NY: Random House, 1972. pp. 264-83.) 
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STUDENT PAPERS: 
At this point in time humankind should be attempting to create what we might call an “ecotopia.” 
 

Is there plagiarism in this passage? Why or why not? 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
At this point in time humankind should be attempting to create what E.N. Anderson, Jr., has called an “ecotopia” (275). 
 

Is there plagiarism here? Why or why not? 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

3. ORIGINAL: 
Humanity faces a quantum leap forward. It faces the deepest social upheaval and creative restructuring of all time. Without clearly 
recognizing it, we are engaged in building a remarkable civilization from the ground up. This is the meaning of the Third Wave. 
 

Until now the human race has undergone two great waves of change, each one largely obliterating earlier cultures or civilizations and 
replacing them with ways of life inconceivable to those who came before. The First Wave of change — the agricultural revolution — took 
thousands of years to play itself out. The Second Wave — the rise of industrial civilization — took a mere hundred years. Today history is 
even more accelerative, and it is likely that the Third Wave will sweep across history and complete itself in a few decades. 

(from Toffler, Alvin. The Third Wave. New York: Bantam, 1980.) 
 

STUDENT PAPERS: 
There have been two revolutionary periods of change in history: the agricultural revolution and the industrial revolution. The agricultural 
revolution determined the course of history for thousands of years; the industrial civilization lasted about a century. We are now on the 
threshold of a new period of revolutionary change, but this one may last for only a few decades. 
 

Does plagiarism occur here? What could the student do to correct this error? 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
According to Alvin Toffler, there have been two revolutionary periods of change in history: the agricultural revolution and the industrial 
revolution. The agricultural revolution determined the course of history for thousands of years; the industrial civilization lasted about a 
century. We are now on the threshold of a new period of revolutionary change, but this one may last for only a few decades (10). 
 

Is there plagiarism in this passage? Why or why not? 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

4. ORIGINAL: 
Hemingway’s debt to journalism was a large one, and he always acknowledged it. Unlike many ex-newspapermen, however, he neither 
sentimentalized the profession nor misunderstood its essential threat to creative writing. 

(from Fenton, Charles A. The Apprenticeship of Ernest Hemingway: The Early Years. NY: Farrar, Straus, and Young, 1954.) 
 

Which of the following is the better paraphrase? Why? 
 

1. Hemingway’s indebtedness to journalism was very great, and he himself said so. Unlike so many writers who have been 
newspapermen, however, he did not sentimentalize journalism or misunderstand that it is a danger to creative talent. 

 

2. Hemingway learned from his newspaper work, but he also recognized that journalism can hurt writers as well as help them. 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

(Examples taken from MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers, 2nd ed., 1984) 


